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Abstract 
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1. Introduction 
Probability density estimation plays an important role in statistical data analysis 
with applications in pattern recognition and classification (Fukunaga, 1972; Fuku- 
naga and Hostetler, 1975; Krzyzak and Pawlak, 1984; Krzyzak, 1986). There is a vast 
literature on non-parametric density estimation; see the books by Silverman (1986), 
and Scott (1992) and the references therein for available methods and results. Among 
the classical approaches we briefly mention the kernel estimators introduced by 
Rosenblatt (1956a) and Parzen (1962); the orthogonal series estimators of Cencov 
(1962), Schwartz (1967), Walter (1977), and Kronmal and Tartar (1968); the spline 
estimators of Boneva et al. (1971), Lii and Rosenblatt (1975) and Wahba (1975). It is 
not the purpose of this paper to survey the extensive literature on density estimation 
under i.i.d. or time-series setting. We only mention that for the classical kernel density 
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estimation for mixing processes the literature contains numerous works, e.g. Robinson 
(1983), Ioannides and Roussas (1987) Roussas (1988) Gyorfi and Masry (1990), Tran 
(1990), (1992), Masry (1993a, b), Yu (1993), Ango Nze and Doukhan (1993) Ango Nze 
and Rios (1995) and many others. 
Recently, wavelet methods were introduced for the estimation of probability den- 
sity functions. The first papers by Doukhan and Leon (1990) Kerkyacharian and 
Picard (1992) and Walter (1992) dealt with linear wavelet estimators in i.i.d. setting 
and established upper bounds on convergence in the mean L, norm. Leblanc (1996) 
extended the work of Kerkyacharian and Picard (1992) to dependent observations 
again establishing upper bounds in the mean L, norm estimation error. Masry (1994) 
established precise mean L2 norm results (rate of convergence and the value of the 
asymptotic constant) for densities in the Sobolev space H",, sI=- 0, for dependent 
observations using linear wavelet density estimates. The work of Donoho et al. (1996) 
is the most comprehensive to date in this area: they were the first to introduce 
nonlinear wavelet estimates using thresholded empirical wavelet coefficients and 
established minimax results over a large range of densities belonging to the Besov 
space Bspp, s > 0, 1 < p <co, 1 < q <co and a range of global mean L,, error 
measures with 1 d p’ <co. For certain values of p and p’, linear estimates have 
a suboptimal rate of convergence. An important result is given in their Theorem 
2 which provides a lower bound on the performance measure of any estimator of 
f E Bspq. The basic assumptions made in their paper are that the density function 
f~ Bspq has a compact support and that the observations are i.i.d. Hall and Patil(1995) 
also considered nonlinear thresholded univariate density estimates in i.i.d. setting and 
developed mean L, estimation’s error formulas for density functions having piecewise 
differentiability properties. 
This paper considers the estimation of the multivariate probability density func- 
tionsf(x) =f(xi, . . . , xd), d > 1, of the random process {Xi} using wavelet methods. 
The goal is to establish the strong consistency of such estimates along with rates of 
convergence which are uniform over compact subsets of [Wd. The multivariate density 
function f is assumed to belong to the Besov space B,,,; the support off is not 
necessarily compact and the underlying random process {Xi} is strongly mixing. 
Almost sure rates of convergence are important in practice since one is normally given 
a single realization on the basis of which an estimate is formed. It will be seen that the 
uniform almost sure rates established in this paper are of the same order as the best 
attainable rates (in the mean) given in Theorem 2 of Donoho et al. (1996) (after 
adjustment for d > 1). Moreover, whenfe B,,,, s > 0, the a.s. rates of convergence 
given in this paper coincide with the best attainable rates (in probability) given by 
Stone (1982) for density/regression estimates of functions with s derivatives and i.i.d. 
observations. 
The organization of the paper is as follows: Basic properties of wavelets and 
multiresolution analysis and Besov spaces on Iwd, needed in this paper, are presented 
in Section 2. The main results are presented and discussed in Section 3. Derivations 
are given in Section 4. 
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2. Wavelets and Besov spaces 
Following Meyer (1992) a multiresolution analysis on the Euclidean space lRd is 
a decomposition of the space L2(Rd) into an increasing sequence of closed subspaces 
,.. v-2 c v-1 c v, c v, c v, ..’ 
such that 
f(W E v,+1 0 f’(x) E Vj for all j 
? vj = 8, uvj = L*(Rd). 
j 
V, is closed under integer translation. Finally, there exists a scale function 4 E LZ(Rd) 
with jRd 4(x) dx = 1 such that {&(x) = 4(x - k), k E Zd} is an orthonormal basis for 
I$. It follows that {4j,k(x) = 2jdi24(2jx - k), k E Zd} is an orthonormal basis for Vj. 
Definition. The multiresolution analysis is called r-regular if 4 E c’ and all its partial 
derivatives up to total order r are rapidly decreasing, i.e., for every integer i > 0, there 
exists a constant Ai such that 
where 
and 
i=l 
(2.1) 
(2.2) 
(2.3) 
Define the detail space Wj by 
v,+i = Vj@ wj. 
Then there exist N = 2’ - 1 wavelet functions {e&x), i = 1, . . , N} such that 
(i) {Ic/i(X -k), k E Zd, i = 1, . . . , N} is an orthonormal basis for W,. 
(ii) With (rl/i,j,k(X) = 2jd’2$i(2jX -k), the functions {~i,j,k(X), i = 1, . . . , N, k E Zd, 
j E Z) constitute an orthonormal basis for L2(Rd). 
(iii) It/i has the same regularity as 4. 
For anyfE L2(Rd) we have the orthonormal representation 
f(x) = c &k (bm,k(X) + c : c bijk tii, j,k(X) 
ksL’ jam i=l krzZd 
(2.4a) 
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for any integer m where 
a mk = s Iwd f(u) dh,t&) du> bij/t = Rdf(u) ‘J’i,j.tc(U) du. s (2.4b) 
Note that the orthogonal projection of fon V, can be written in two equivalent ways: 
(P~fb) = c alk 6l,kbd 
ksZ’ 
(2.5) 
for any m < 1. 
There are many equivalent definitions for Besov spaces. The most usual and natural 
definition is in terms of the modulus of continuity (Bergh and Lofstrom, 1976; Triebel, 
1983). Assume that 1 d p < co, 1 < q < co. Let (&f)(x) =f(x - .t). For 0 < s < 1 set 
For s = 1, set 
y1 
Pm 
(f) = sup II&f+ L- 2fllL, 
rew II~II . 
For 0 < s < 1 and 1 < p, q <co, define Bspq = {f~ L,: yspq <cc}. For s > 1, put 
s = [sl_ + {s} + with [s]- an integer and 0 < (s) + d 1. Define B,, to be the space of 
functions in L,(Rd) such that o’f~ BIsl+,, for all ljl 6 [s]-. The norm is defined by 
Meyer (1992) provided a characterization of the space B,,, in terms of the wavelets 
coefficients: Assume the multiresolution analysis is r-regular and s < r. Then f~ Bspq if 
and only if 
Js,,(f) = llWllL, + (& (P llPdllL*)s)l’q <a 
with the usual sup-norm modification for q = cc. Using the wavelet representation 
(2.3) we also have that f E Bspq if and only if 
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where II bj. IIf, = CC:= 1 CkeLd 1 bijkl’)“‘. The following Sobolov embedding (Triebel, 
1983, p. 129) is useful in the sequel: 
B spq = &p,, for p’ 2 p, s’ 6 s, s - d = s’ - d 
P P” 
(2.6) 
Special cases of Besov spaces include the L2(Rd) Sobolev space Hi = Bsz2, and the set 
of bounded s-Lipschitz functions B,,,,. 
3. Multivariate density estimation 
Let {Xi} be a stationary random process. Set 
xj = (xj+ 1, ... tXj+d) (3.1) 
and letf(x) be the joint probability density of the vector Xj. Assume thatfe Lz(Rd). 
Then f admits the wavelet representation (2.4a). Given IZ observations {Xi}1= I we 
estimate the coefficients {a,,) and fbijk} by 
(3.2) 
and note that these estimates are unbiased, 
EC&,,1 = umk, E [fiijk] = bijk. 
A linear estimate off can be obtained from (2.4a) by 
,hx) = c u*ink bn,k(X) 
k E B” 
(3.3a) 
or, equivalently, as 
.LO = 1 ;jok 4jo,k(X) + f : c $ijk rc/i,j.k(x) 
k t Z” j=j,, i=l kth’ 
(3.3b) 
for any j, < m. Here the resolution level m = m(n) --+a at a rate specified below. We 
assume that 4 and $i have a compact support so that the summations above are finite 
for each fixed x (note that in this case the support of C/I and $i is a monotonically 
increasing function of their degree of differentiability (Daubechies, 1992)). A nonlinear 
thresholded estimate off(in one dimension) was introduced by Donoho et al. (1996); 
for arbitrary dimension d 3 1 it takes the form 
X(X) = c $j,k 4j,,,k(X) + f 2 c ^hijk z(l^bijkl > 6j.n} $i.j.k(X) 
k t b* j=j, i=l kEZ’ 
(3.4) 
with properly chosen threshold 6j,,. 
Our goal in this paper is to establish rates of strong convergence which are uniform 
over compact subsets of Rd. From Theorem 2 of Donoho et al. (1996) it is seen in the 
one-dimensional case d = 1 that for any estimator j-,, we have with s > l/p and 
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p’ 2 (1 + 2s)p, 
( inf sup E(IIJ;l(x) -f(x)ll&) >“” 
log n (s-l/p+ l/P’Ml+2(s- l/P)) 
2 const. (li) 9 (3.5) 
h /E F,p,W) 
where P,,,(M) is the space of densities with J:,,(f) d M and the infimum is taken 
over all estimatorsJn taking values in a space containing F,,,(M). As p’ -+ cc this rate 
is attained by linear estimators and thus nonlinear thresholded estimators do not 
improve the rate of convergence in this case. Motivated by this result, we focus our 
attention on multivariate linear estimators (3.3) which will be shown to have uniform 
almost sure convergence rates over compact sets attaining the lower bound (3.5) with 
p’ = 00 (and adjusted for dimension d > 1). Nonlinear estimates provide no improve- 
ment in this case. 
Let .?Ff be the o-algebra of events generated by the random variables {X, i < 
j < k}. The stationary process {Xj} is called strongly mixing (Rosenblatt, 1956b) if 
sup IP[AB] - P[A]P[B]l = x(k) -0 as k-co. 
AE.E% 
BE.F&Y 
Condition 1. Assume that 
(i)f(x)<Mr <co. 
(ii) If(x,y; j) -f(x)f(u)I d Mz <co for allj 3 1, wheref(x,y; j) is the joint prob- 
ability density of the vectors (X,,XJ which is assumed to exist. 
(iii) The strongly mixing coefficient cc(j) satisfies 
f ja[cr(j)]1-2/v < co (3.6) 
j=l 
for some v > 2 and 0 < a < 1 - 2/v. 
Note that (3.6) is equivalent to cr(j) = 0(1/f) for some c > 2. Also note that for 
1 < j < d - 1, the components of X0 and of Xj overlap; the joint density f(x, y; j) in 
Condition l(ii) is then the density of the random variables (XI, . . . ,Xd+j). 
Lemma 1. Under Condition 1, there exists a constant M (which depends only on f and 4) 
such that 
2d 49 
sup var[fi(x)] < M ~ (3.7) 
XEW n . 
Theorem 1. Let Condition 1 hold and let m(n) -co such that (2dm(n) log n)/n -+ 0 as 
n + co. Dejine 
r(n) = (r1/(2~~@) log n))“2 (3.8) 
0(n) = a Crb)l, (3.9a) 
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where log = log,. Zf the mixing coeficient a(j) satisjes 
f W) < ~0 
j=l 
then for every compact subset D c Rd, 
183 
(3.9b) 
Remark 1. Theorem 1 requires that the mixing coefficient a(j) satisfy (3.6) and (3.9). 
These two conditions are identical to the one assumed for establishing uniform a.s. 
rates of convergence, like Theorem 1, for multivariate kernel density estimators by 
setting h, = 2-m(n) so that h, is the bandwidth of the corresponding kernel density 
estimator (see, for example, Tran, 1990; Masry, 1993b). We provide an explicit 
condition on the decay rate of a(j). Of the two conditions (3.6) and (3.9) the latter is 
the more stringent one. Assume that h, = (log n)/ny for some 0 < a < l/d. Consider 
first the case of algebraic decay for the mixing coefficient a(j) = 0( l/f) for some c > 0 
to be specified. Then 0(j) is of the form 
e(j) = v, j > 2 
.I 
with 
a, = c(1 - ad)/2 - * [2d - 1 + a47 + 24, 
a2 = c(1 - ad)/2 - 4 [3 + 2d + a47 + 241 
and CJYz2 0(j) < cc provided a2 > 1, i.e. 
m(j) = 0(1/f) for some c > (3.5 + d)(l + 4 with o < a < f,d. 
1 -ad 
(3.10) 
Next, consider the geometric decay case whereby a(j) = exp( - /?j) for some /3 > 0. 
Clearly, this decay is faster than any algebraic decay so that condition (3.9) is 
automatically satisfied. Specifically, e(j) is now of the form 
eti) = .P exp( - Pti/lo!J.P), 
j , 2 
(logj)“’ ’ ’ 
(3.11) 
with 
a, = + [3 + 2d + ad(7 + 2d)], a2 = (1 - ad)/2 E (0, OS), 
a3 = $[2d - 1 + ad(7 + 2d)] 
and the exponential term in (3.11) guarantees the summability of 0( j) over j > 2. Thus, 
in the case of geometric decay of the mixing coefficient, no additional constrains are 
needed for the validity of Theorem 1. 
We remark that Lemma 1 and Theorem 1 do not require the density f to belong to 
the Besov space Bspq nor do they require the multiresolution analysis to be r-regular 
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(it is only required that f is bounded and that 4 satisfies (2.1) for r = 1). On the other 
hand, the bias ofK requires Condition 2. 
Condition 2. (i) Assume that the multiresolution analysis is r-regular. 
(ii) The density fE BSpq for some 0 < s < r, 1 < p, q 6 03. 
Lemma 2. Under Condition 2 we have for s > dJp, 
sup PC.&)1 -fC4 = ;y$ If(x) - (hd)(x)l XEW 
d const. 2-(s-d’p)m(n)Jsp,(f). 
Remark 2. For the special case offE H; = BsX2 the uniform rate of approximation 
given in Lemma 2 coincides with that given by Kon and Raphael (1993). 
Combining Theorem 1 and Lemma 2 we obtain our principal result. 
Theorem 2. Let Conditions 1 and 2 hold and the mixing coeficient a(j) satisfies (3.9). If 
s > d/p and the resolution level 2-“‘(“’ satisJes 
l/W + 2(s - d/p)) 
(3.12) 
then for every compact set D c Rd. 
sup I&) -fMI = 0 
XCD 
almost surely. 
Corollary 1. Under the assumptions of Theorem 2 with f E B,,,, s > 0, we have on 
every compact subset D c lRd, 
;!fs IL(x) -f(x)1 = 0 ((@g+!)y”+2“) almost surely. 
Remark 3. For one-dimensional densities (d = 1) the uniform almost sure rate of 
convergence furnished by Theorem 2 for linear wavelet density estimators attains the 
lower bound (3.5) (in the mean) for any density estimator (with p’ = co). Moreover, the 
rate given in Corollary 1 coincides with the best attainable rate of convergence (in 
probability) established by Stone (1982) for density/regression functions with integer- 
valued s bounded and continuous derivatives in i.i.d. setting. Thus when the perfor- 
mance measure is uniform strong convergence over compact sets, linear wavelet 
estimates (3.3) achieve the best rate possible for densities in the Besov space Bspq and 
there is no advantage in using nonlinear thresholded estimates (3.4). 
Remark 4. In view of Remark 1, it is seen that when the mixing coefficient a(j) has 
geometric decay a(j) = exp( - /I j) for some fi > 0, no additional conditions on the 
mixing coefficient are needed for the validity of Theorem 2. On the other hand, when 
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the mixing coefficient decay algebraically, a(j) = 0(1/j’), then Theorem 2 holds 
provided that 
a(j) = 0(1/j’) for some c > (3.5 + d) 
( > 
1 + f (3.13) 
with s’ = s - d/p > 0. This is obtained by substituting a = l/(d + 2(s - d/p)) in (3.10). 
Note that in this case there is a tradeoff between the rate of decay of the mixing 
coefficient and the smoothness parameter s of the density f~ Bsgq: for a smoother 
density (s large) the required rate of decay of the mixing coefficient is slower. We 
remark that the condition (3.13) is compatible with that given in Tran (1990) for kernel 
density estimators under a standard smoothness assumption. At the same time (3.13) 
is very close to the condition stated in Theorem 1 of Ango Nze and Rios (1995) for 
kernel density estimators under the smoothness assumption thatfg C” and its partial 
derivatives of order s satisfy a Holder’s condition of degree p - s: 
x(j) = 0(1/j’) for some c > (3 + d) 
( 1 
1 + 5 . (3.14) 
It is seen that (3.13) and (3.14) differ only in a minor way with corresponding factors 
(3.5 + d) and (3 + d). The cause for this slight discrepancy is difficult to determine 
since the proof of Theorem 1 in Ango Nze and Rios (1995) is only sketched in few lines. 
4. Derivations 
Proof of Lemma 1. Define the kernel K(u, V) by 
K(u, v)A c c$(u - k)4(v - k). 
k t E” 
Since 
(4.1) 
A 
Idwl d (1 + ,;;,;)d+l~ 
the kernel K defined in (4.1) converges uniformly and satisfies (Meyer, 1992, p. 33) 
c 
IK(u, ‘)I G (1 + ,,."',,,,d+l 
for some constant Cd+ ,. It follows from (4.2) that for any j > 1 
s I K(u, V)l’ dv < Gj(d)> (4.3) Iw” 
where 
G,(d) = 2~“‘~ WOW + d(j - 1)) cj 
r(d/2)r((d + 1)j) d+l 
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and T(x) is the Gamma function. Then by (3.2), (3.3), and (4.1) we can writefL(x) as an 
extended kernel estimator 
i(x) = -$ ,$ K ;,; ) h, = 2-m@). 
” z-1 ( > n n 
By stationarity, 
= II(X) + Z,(x). 
Now, 
and by Condition l(i) and (4.3) 
Z,(x) < MlG&f) + M:G:(d)h:. 
Thus, 
sup Z,(x) d M(1 + 0(/z:)); M%4,G,(d). 
XEiV 
For Z2(x), let 71, + co such that 7c,hi + 0 as n + 00. Write 
(4.4) 
(4.5) 
(4.6) 
= 121(x) + I,,(x) + ~23(4. (4.7) 
For Z21 there is an overlap between the components of X0 and Xj. Letf(u’, u”, u”‘) be 
the joint density of the d + j distinct random variables in (X0, Xj), where u’, u”, and u”’ 
are of dimensions j, d - j, and j, respectively. Then 
-f(h,u’, h,u”)f(h,u”, h,u”‘)] du’ du” du”’ 
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by Condition l(ii). Using (4.2) and changing variables of integration, we find 
<M&+& s du’ du” du”’ @+j (1 + IIU’ + U”/l)d+l (1 + IIU” + U”‘II)d+l < const. h’,. 
Thus, 
d-l 
sup Izr(x) 6 const. C hi = O(h,) + 0 as n + cc. 
Xt W j= 1 
187 
(4.8) 
For 122, there is no overlap between the components of X,, and Xj so that by 
Condition 2(ii) and (4.5) we have for 1 <j < zTI, 
Hence, 
sup Zz,(x) 6 M2G:(d)z,h: = o(l). 
x E w 
(4.9) 
For I,,(x) we use Davydov’s lemma [Hall and Heyde (1980), Corollary A.21 to 
conclude that for j > rcn 
Now by Condition l(i) and (4.3) 
Hence, 
const. 
sup 123(x) < ~ 
xEu!d hd” -2/v) n j=n.+ 1 
const. 
< n ,_g+ 1 .T Cdj)l’-21”. hd” -2/v) 71a ,_ ” n 
Select rc, = hf” - 2iy)ia. Th en n,,ht -+ 0 as required and by Condition l(iii) 
sup Zz3(x) = o(1). 
xtK!d 
It follows by (4.7)-(4.10) that 
sup It(x) = o(1). 
xE(Wd 
and by (4.5), (4.6), and (4.11) 
nhf var[fL(x)] < M(1 + o(l)). 0 
Proof of Theorem 1. Set 
L(n) = (2’d+2)m%/(log n))d’2. 
(4.10) 
(4.11) 
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Since D is compact, it can be covered by a finite number L = L(n) of cubes Ij = Z,,j, 
with centers Xj = Xn,j having sides of length e, for j = 1, . . , L(n). Clearly, 
e, = const./(L”“(n)) since D is compact. Write 
sup I&) - ECL(x)ll = max sup I.&x) - EC.&ll 
XGD 1 < j < L(n) x E Dnl, 
G max sup I&x) -L(xj)I 
1 $, < L(n) XE Dnl, 
+ max I.lZtxj) - EC.L(xj)l I 
1 <j<Un) 
+ max sup IEC.L(xj) - ~C.&)ll 
1 <j C L(n) x E Dnl, 
= QI + Qz + Q3. 
Since 4 satisfies (2.1) for I/II = 1 we have (Meyer, 1992, p. 33) 
am4 Y) I I C2 hi G (1 + IIU -Y llJ2 <Cz, i=l, . . . . d. 
It follows that 
I~<(u,_v) - K(v,_V)l 6 C2 i IUi - vi1 < d”2C2 /Iu - ~11. 
i=l 
Thus by (4.2) and (4.13b) 
I.60 -.L(xj)I G hd+’ 1’2C2 IIX - Xj 11) 
n 
so that 
QI d 
d’12C / 2 ” const. 
hd+’ 
n 
= L”d(@f+ 1 
= 0 ((z)“‘) almost surely. 
From (4.14) we find immediately that 
Q3 = 0 [($)1’2]. 
The main task is to show that 
Q2 = 0 [(%)‘a] almost surely. 
Write 
W,‘jZ(x) - EC_C(x)l = k .f yn,i, 
1-l 
where 
(4.12) 
(4.13a) 
(4.13b) 
(4.14) 
(4.15) 
(4.16) 
(4.17) 
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Partition the set { 1, . . . , II} into 2k = 2k(n) consecutive blocks of size r(n); n = 2k(n)r(n) + 
v(n) with 0 d v(n) < r(n). Write 
K(j) = i i_,j~~,+I Yn,i, j = 1, ... ,2k (4.18) 
and 
WA = i V,(2j - l), Wl = f V,(2j), WA” = f Yn,i, (4.19) 
j=l j=l i=2kr+I 
w,=w,:+w,:+w/, (4.20) 
so that Wi and Wi are the sums of the odd-numbered and even-numbered blocks, 
respectively. The contribution of the remainder term Wi’ is negligible (and is sub- 
sequently ignored) since it consists of at most r(n) terms whereas WA and Wi each 
consists of k(n)r(n) terms and k(n) -+ cc as n -+ a. Then for each 11 > 0, 
PCQ2 ’ ~1 G P max IWA(Xj)I > r//2 1 [ + P 1 <j < L(n) max 1 Wi(Xj)I > q/2 I s jG L(n) 1 
(4.21) 
We proceed to bound the expression P [ 1 W;(x)/ > q/2]. We use the strong approxi- 
mation theorem of Bradley (1983) to approximate the random variables T/,(l), 
K(3), ... > V,,(2k - 1) by independent random variables. By enlarging the probability 
space if necessary, introduce a sequence (U,, U,, . . , ) of independent uniform [0, l] 
random variables that is independent of { V,(2j - l)}tZ1. Define V,*(O) = 0, 
V,*( 1) = V,,(l). Then for each j 2 2, there exists a random variable V’,*(2j - 1) which is 
a measurable function of V,,(l), V,,(3), , V,(2j - l), Uj such that V,*(2j - 1) is inde- 
pendent of 1/,(l), 1/,(3), . . . , V,(2j - 3) has the same distribution as V,(2j - l), and 
satisfies 
pClv/n*(23’- 1) - K(2j - 111 > PI 
d 18( II V,C?j - 1) II m/~L)112 Cw I RAW - PC4PCWI19 (4.22) 
where the supremum is over all sets A, B with A, B in the a-algebras of events 
generated by {V,(l), V,(3), . . . , V,(2j - 3)) and V,(2j - l), respectively. Here ,U is any 
positive numbers such that 0 < p 6 II V,,(2j - 1) I/ 3. < n3. Now, 
+P 
[I 
i 1/,(2j-l)-V,*(2j-1) >i =J1(x)+JZ(x). 
j=l I 1 
We bound J1 as follows. By (4.13a), IK(u, v)l d C2 so that by (4.17) 
(4.23) 
2c2 
lyn,il G -3 
h: 
i= 1, . . ..n. (4.24) 
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Moreover by (4.18), 
Iv,(j)] 6 y. 
n 
Define 
(4.25) 
E”, = & [n hf log rr]l’2, (4.26) 
2 
then 
,$,IV,(j)I ~3, j= 1, . . . . 2k. (4.27) 
Because eX d 1 + x + x2 for 1x1 6 l/2 and V,*(2j - 1) has the same distribution as 
K(2j - l), it follows by (4.27) that &I V:(2j - 1)I < l/2 so that 
e’an”,*(2j-1) < 1 + A,,V,*(2j - 1) + Az[V,*(2j - 1)12. Hence, - 
E [e’““V,*(2j-r)] < 1 + ,PE[I/,*(zj _ I)]’ < e&fE[VP(2j-1)1*. (4.28) 
Now by (4.23), Markov inequality, and the independence of the { V,*(Zj - l)};= r, 
J < E [,G~~:=,v,*(2j-l)] + E [e-J+C:=,V?(2j-1)] 
1.. e”““14 
6 2e-Qi4 {e 
iz~:=,E[V:(2j-1)12 
n 
> 
by (4.28). We obtain an upper bound on E[ V,*(2j - 1)12: 
(4.29) 
i E[V,*(Zj - 1)12 = i E[V,(2j - l)]’ =-$ i 12’i1)’ 
j=l j=l j= 1 
E[ 
i=2(j-l)r+l 
Yn,i]’ 
i$l varCY,,il + f: f: ICOV{yn,i, yn,j>l 6 $ (1 + O(l)) (4.30) 
i=l j=l n 
i#j 
by Lemma 1. Thus by (4.29) and (4.30) 
sup Jr(x) < 2 exp 
i 
1,2M 
XEWd 
-it+*. 
n I 
We now bound the term J2 on the right-hand side of (4.23): 
? I KAY - 1) - v,*(% - 1)l > z 1 . 
(4.31) 
(4.32) 
We make use of (4.22): (i) If /I V,(2j - 1) 11 oo > ty/(4k), then by (4.22) 
i /‘( )I 
$ 
112 
JZ < 18k II K(Y - 1) II m [sup IPCm - PC4PC~lIl~ (4.33) 
where A E o(T/,(l), V,(3), . . . , V,,(2j - 3)), BE a{V,(2j - 1)). By (4.17) and (4.18) we 
have 
IP[AB] - P[A]P[B]I < o![r(n) - d + 11. 
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By (4.25) we then have 
sup &(x) < const. k(n) (k(n)/q)“’ 
.rEiWd 
(4.341) 
(ii) If (/ V,,(2j - l)jl, < q/(4k) then by (4.32) and (4.22) with p = 11 V,(Zj - l)/), we 
have 
sup J2(x) d const. k(n) [a(r(n) - d + l)], 
XEK? 
which is of smaller order than (4.341). Thus by (4.23), (4.31), and (4.34), 
(4.34ii) 
supP[,W:(x),>~]62enp{ -$7+%} 
xtRd 
1 
+ const. k(n) (Vhf)I,2 Cc++) - d + 111 
and similarly for P[ IWil > y/2]. Then by (4.21) we have with q = v],, = M3 
[(log n)/(nI~$]“~ that 
P max l_L&j) - -EL&j)ll > V, d 4Un) I <j < L(n) 1 
+ const. O(n). (4.35) 
Now by (4.26) 
hln 
4 $-- log 4 
A2M 
-= 
2 
fp 
n 
= $ log n. 
2 
The first term on the right-hand side of (4.35) is therefore of the form 
4-W). 1 
if ’ a=16C2 
and by selecting M3 large enough we can ensure that L(n)/n” is summable. Because 
(O(n)} is summable by assumption, it follows by (4.35) and the Borel-Cantelli lemma 
that 
Q2 = O(qJ = 0 [($)‘:‘I almost surely 
and Theorem 1 now follows from (4.12), (4.14), (4.15), and (4.36). 17 
(4.36) 
Proof of Lemma 2. We have 
E[I_L(x)l = 1 amk4m,k(4 = &,,f)(4. 
k E Zd 
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Thus, 
f(4 - AL-Lw =f(x) - (Pv, f) (4 = j;m (hvf)(x). 
As in Kerkyacharian and Picard (1992) we have 
I/¶ 
Ilf- Wtl lb,,, G cona. 
( 
1 (IIGJIIL~.)~ 
jam > 
6 const. 2-m(n)s’ 
( 
l/q 
C (2j”’ 11 Pwjf llLJq 
j 2 ,?I 
and sincefE Bspq it follows by the embedding (2.6) 
( > 
l/q 
Ilf- E[fi] llL,, < const. 2-mcn)s’ ,E. (2’” II hg llL,)q 
< const. 2-mcn)s’ J,,,(f), 
where s’ = s - d(l/p - l/p’) and the result follows with p’ = co. 0 
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